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The Plague
What is beyond willful ignorance?
The Plague - Coronavirus
by Ivy Robertson
(ir00344@georgiasouthern.edu)

The state of mind and being we exist in
during the “era” of Covid-19 goes far beyond
willful ignorance. We cannot claim to be
unaware of what is happening around us, but
we find ways to distance ourselves. We
perpetuate these cycles of avoidance,
suppression, and distraction within ourselves
because we do not want to face the horror that
surrounds us. There are always justifications
or excuses, that those that become sick must
deserve it somehow, or that those that perish
must have been weaker or more susceptible.
These are poor attempts to cling to any sense
of normalcy. Humans become so concerned
with their small worlds, their social circles,
their neighbors, their friends and family, and
everything beyond that sphere fades away.
Coronavirus has been an abstract concept that
is simultaneously ruling and affecting all of
our lives, but until we become sick, and those
we care about become sick, we can convince
ourselves that it is not “real”. Or if it is real,
it’s not that serious. We see examples of those
that have recovered and seem to be barely
impacted by their illness, and we can breathe a
deep sigh of relief. It’s not that bad. It’s just
like the flu. We minimize, trivialize, and
underestimate the pain and trauma that those
around us are experiencing.
The examples that affirm our beliefs are
championed and remembered, and those that
do not are passed off as the exceptions. No
one wants to face the thought of their own
demise. Thoughts of mortality, agony, and
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grief are repressed. But we are always
surrounded by death. Everything can be
justified and rationalized...but only to a certain
extent. The horror we feel is real. The
suffering of those around us is real. But we
can control how it affects us, or at least
pretend to. Humans live in a state of persistent
cognitive dissonance. We deny certain
phenomena, reduce their importance, and
increase the importance of others. These
mental gymnastics are exhausting, and there
are times when suddenly what you’ve been
avoiding is right in front of you. Your friend
gets sick. Your mom gets sick. You finally see
what you’ve been avoiding all along, and it
tears you up inside. The world, and especially
the United States, have been ravaged by
Covid-19.
Albert Camus states, in The Plague, that
“The trouble is, there is nothing less
spectacular than a pestilence and, if only
because they last so long, great misfortunes
are monotonous.” Over a year of wearing
masks, social distancing, reducing our contact
and connection to people, and we forget how
fundamentally the conditions of our lives have
changed. You’re watching TV and you think,
“Where are their masks? Why are they
standing so close to each other?”.
We live in a reality constituted by illness,
yet we become desensitized to it. We find
ways to exist and avoid the awareness we
have of our own death, despite the fact that we
are living in such absurd and horrifying times.
We become desensitized and numb because
human nature leads us to distance ourselves
from the pain we feel in order to cope.
Humans long to endure, to prolong our lives,
and participate in the escapism that denies us
the riches of our physical existence. We tire of

taking small precautions, tire of changing our
behaviors and lives to increase the safety of
others. We find ways to downplay the issue
and excuse the actions we take. The problem
becomes more and more abstract. What do
500,000 bodies look like? How big would a
mass grave have to be to contain them all? It’s
just a number, a statistic. It is not tangible, it is
not apparent to our senses, and this makes the
tragedy easier to accept. The true horror is
never grasped. As humans, we are always
vulnerable to being randomly exterminated.
Camus comments on this apparent lack of
design or logic in the human condition,
“Suffering is entirely randomly distributed, it
makes no sense, it is no ethical force, it is
simply absurd and that is the kindest thing one
can say of it.” It is difficult for us to
conceptualize our own deaths, to accept that
this fate is inevitable, and we distract
ourselves with anything we can. We harden
our hearts, we ignore problems, we focus on
status and material goods that bring temporary
happiness, we judge and moralize, we breed
these naive behaviors because ultimately we
are all scared.
The truth is, according to Camus, that
“being alive is and remains an emergency”.
“Panic is a short-term condition from which
we believe we can eventually find safety.
There can never be safety. Life is a hospice,
not a hospital.” The mundanity and inevitable
toil of the human condition leads to these
methods of escapism, and lead us to resign to
the certainty of a crushing fate. However,
Camus believes there can be strength and
resilience in spite of how powerless and futile
resistance may seem. We must accept these
conditions and take ownership of our lives to
have a more authentic and fulfilling existence.
Just as Sisyphus endlessly pushes his rock up
a cliff, and knows it will never reach the top,
we must feel triumph in the paradox and
absurdity of our lives. “The struggle itself
toward the heights is enough to fill a man’s
heart. One must imagine Sisyphus happy.”
Sisyphus owns and accepts his fate, so it
belongs to him, he is the master of his days.
He triumphs because he continues on despite
the futility and powerlessness he feels. What is

happening is absurd, and perhaps attempts to
explain or rationalize it are absurd as well.
There are actions that can be taken to reduce
the spread of the virus, and by this, reduce
suffering to some extent. “This whole thing is
not about heroism. It’s about decency. It may
seem a ridiculous idea, but the only way to
fight the plague is with decency.” Humans
need to realize that while we want to exist as
isolated individuals, we live in a collective
society and live in close proximity. Our
actions and behaviors impact those around us.
We rely on each other, we need each other,
and so we must recognize our own
responsibility and duty to one another. This
may entail some sort of sacrifice on the behalf
of everyone, whether that be large or small.
But these sacrifices must be taken. There is no
way to judge or estimate the scale or
magnitude of how this will affect your life, but
you must be willing to do so anyway. To deny
your freedom and choose not to accept reality,
would be to deny that you exist as part of the
whole.
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invites the willfully ignorant into
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Coffee Bluff Marina
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